Clarification Note 03

Question 01:
There are some calculation mistakes in formulas of given Locked B.O.Q such as in Public address all items are non schedule but in summary it shows Schedule items and also in Civil B.O.Q item No ANF-C 88 NSI-12 is not accessible. Please guide us to resolve issues and check calculator formulas

Answer:

1. The public address system is linked to the schedule excel cell in summary rather than non-schedule cell. It does not impact the total cost but if the sum of public address is linked to non-schedule cell instead of schedule cell in summary than that the issue being raised will be fixed.
2. In Civil B.O.Q item No ANF-C 88 NSI-12 (ROW -112), the unit rate cell is locked for laminated glass because of which you will not be able to fill the rates. This will remain locked for all bidders therefore, all the bidders should not quote on this line item